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Appraising study quality

 There is no such thing as a perfect study, all studies have

weaknesses, limitations, biases

 Interpretation of the findings of a study depends on design,

conduct and analysis, as well as on the population, interventions,

and outcome measures

 The researchers in a primary study did not necessarily set out to

answer your review question



What do we do with quality

assessment results?

 Determine minimum quality threshold for inclusion

 Explore differences in quality as an explanation for heterogeneity

in study results

 To weight individual study results in relation to their validity or the

amount of information they contain

 Guide interpretation and overall recommendations



Critical Appraisal Tools





Quality assessment tools

 Cochrane ‘Risk of bias’ assessment Tool (RoB)

 Newcastle Ottawa Scale (NoS)

 Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI)

 …



https://methods.cochrane.org/risk-bias-2


Cochrane ‘Risk of bias’ assessment

Trusted evidence.
Informed decisions.
Better health.



Cochrane ‘Risk of bias’ assessment

 7 evidence-based domains

 review authors’ judgement

 Low risk of bias

X High risk of bias

? Unclear

 support for judgement

 evidence/quotes from the paper or other sources

 review author’s explanation



Domains to address

 random sequence generation

 allocation concealment

 blinding of participants and personnel

 blinding of outcome assessment

 incomplete outcome data

 selective reporting

 other bias





Random sequence generation

 occurs at the start of a trial before allocation of

participants

 avoids selection bias

 determines a random order of assigning people

into intervention and control groups

 avoids systematic differences between groups

 accounts for known and unknown confounders



Random sequence generation

 Low risk – unpredictable

 random number table

 computer random number generator

 stratified or block randomisation

 minimisation

 low tech - coin toss, shuffling cards or envelopes, throwing 

dice, drawing lots

 High risk – predictable

 quasi-random – date of birth, day of visit, ID or record 

number, alternate allocation

 non-random – choice of clinician or participant, test results, 

availability



Allocation concealment

 occurs at the start of the trial during allocation of

participants

 avoids selection bias

 when a person is recruited to the study, no-one can

predict which group they will be allocated to

 ensures the strict implementation of the random

sequence

 prevents changing the order

 prevents selecting who to recruit



Allocation concealment

 Low risk – unpredictable

 central allocation (phone, web, pharmacy)

 sequentially numbered, sealed, opaque envelopes

 sequentially numbered, identical drug containers

 High risk – predictable

 random sequence known to staff in advance

 envelopes or packaging without all safeguards

 non-random, predictable sequence





Blinding of participants & personnel

 avoids performance bias

 different treatment of the intervention groups

 different participant expectations

 leads to changes in the actual outcomes

 assess carefully

 avoid terms like “single blinding” and “double blinding”

 is it likely that blinding was broken?

 consider impact even if not feasible for this intervention



Blinding of participants & personnel

Low risk

 blinding, and unlikely that the blinding could have been broken

 no blinding or incomplete blinding, but outcome unlikely to be

influenced

High risk

 no blinding, incomplete or broken blinding, and outcome likely

to be influenced





Blinding of outcome assessment

 avoids detection bias

 measurement of outcomes affected by knowledge of the 

intervention received

 assess carefully

 avoid terms like “single blinding” and “double blinding”

 is it likely that blinding was broken?

 may be feasible even where blinding of participants and care 

providers is not

 remember that participants and personnel may also be 

outcome assessors



Blinding of outcome assessment

Low risk

 blinding, and unlikely that the blinding could have been broken

 no blinding, but measurement unlikely to be influenced

High risk

 no blinding or broken blinding, and measurement likely to be 

influenced



Assessing blinding by outcome

 may reach different conclusions for different outcomes

 measurement of only some outcomes may be blinded

 subjective outcomes may be more vulnerable to bias

e.g. death vs quality of life

 may apply to both performance bias and detection bias

 option to design your table with two or more outcome

groups for these categories





Incomplete outcome data

 when complete outcome data for all participants is

not available for your review

 attrition - loss to follow up, withdrawals, other missing data

 exclusions – some available data not included in report

 can lead to attrition bias

 considerations

 how much data is missing from each group?

(include numbers in your description)

 why is it missing?

 how were the data analysed?



How much is too much missing data?

 no simple rule

 enough missing to meaningfully affect the results

 overall proportion of missing data

 event risk (dichotomous outcomes)

 plausible effect size (continuous outcomes)

 reasons related to study outcomes

e.g. recovered, adverse event, refusal

 reasons can have different meaning in each group

 missing data or reasons not balanced between groups



Intention-to-treat analysis

 all participants analysed in the groups randomised

 regardless of what happened during the study

 issues that may arise

 per protocol analysis

– non-compliers excluded from analysis

 as-treated analysis

– non-compliers moved between groups

 imputation of missing values

– assumptions may be inappropriate - consult a statistician

 it may be possible to re-include some excluded data



Assessing incomplete data by outcome

 may reach different conclusions for different outcomes

may be more missing data at different time points

some outcomes may have more missing data

e.g. sensitive questions, invasive tests

 option to design your table with two or more outcome

groups for “incomplete data”



Incomplete outcome data
Low risk

 no missing data

 reasons for missing data not related to outcome

 missing data balanced across groups, and reasons similar

 proportion missing or plausible effect size not enough to have a 

clinically relevant effect

High risk

 reasons related to outcome, and imbalance in numbers or reasons

 proportion missing or plausible effect size enough to have a clinically 

relevant effect

 ’as-treated’ analysis with substantial departure from allocation

 inappropriate use of imputation





Selective reporting

 can lead to reporting bias

 statistically significant results more likely to be reported

 as planned

 in detail

 difficult to determine

 compare methods to results – look for:

– outcomes measured (or likely to be measured) but not reported

– outcomes added, statistics changed, subgroups only

– reporting that cannot be used in a review (e.g. stating non-

significance without numerical results)

 refer to study protocol or trial register

 focus on outcomes of interest to your review



Selective reporting

Low risk

 protocol is available and all pre-specified outcomes of interest to the review 

reported in the pre-specified way

 protocol not available but it is clear that all pre-specified and expected 

outcomes of interest are reported 

Unclear risk

most studies will be judged in this category

High risk

 outcomes not reported as pre-specified or expected

– e.g. missing, added, subsets, unexpected measurements or methods

 outcomes reported incompletely so they cannot be entered in a meta-analysis



Other sources of bias

 must be a clear rationale why a factor may cause bias

 do not include

 imprecision (e.g. small sample size)

 diversity (e.g. inadequate dose, unusual population)

 other measures of quality (e.g. ethics approval, funding)

 if possible, identify important issues in your protocol

 option to add rows to your table for items to be assessed

across all studies



Other sources of bias

Low risk

 study appears to be free of other sources of risk

High risk

 issues specific to the study design

– carry-over in cross-over trials

– recruitment bias in cluster-randomised trials

– non-randomised studies

 baseline imbalance

 blocked randomisation in unblinded trials

 differential diagnostic activity

 other bias
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Newcastle Ottawa Scale 

(NoS)



http://www.ohri.ca/programs/clinical_epidemiology/oxford.asp


NoS for Cohort Studies

Selection

1) Representativeness of 

the exposed cohort

a) truly representative of the average ______ (describe) in the community ⁕

b) somewhat representative of the average _________ in the community ⁕

c) selected group of users eg nurses, volunteers

d) no description of the derivation of the cohort

2) Selection of the non 

exposed cohort

a) drawn from the same community as the exposed cohort ⁕

b) drawn from a different source

c) no description of the derivation of the non exposed cohort

3) Ascertainment of 

exposure

a) secure record (eg surgical records) ⁕

b) structured interview ⁕

c) written self report

d) no description

4) Demonstration that 

outcome of interest was 

not present at start of 

study

a) Yes ⁕

b) No



Comparability

1) Comparability of 

cohorts on the basis of 

the design or analysis

a) study controls for _____________ (select the most important factor) ⁕

b) study controls for any additional factor ⁕ (This criteria could be modified 

to indicate specific control for a second important factor.)

Outcome

1) Assessment of 

outcome 

a) independent blind assessment ⁕

b) record linkage ⁕

c) self report

d) no description

2) Was follow-up long 

enough for outcomes to 

occur

a) yes (select an adequate follow up period for outcome of interest) ⁕

b) no

3) Adequacy of follow up 

of cohorts

a) complete follow up - all subjects accounted for ⁕

b) subjects lost to follow up unlikely to introduce bias - small number lost -

> ____ % (select an adequate %) follow up, or description provided of those 

lost)                    

c) follow up rate < ____% (select an adequate %) and no description of 

those lost

d) no statement

NoS for Cohort Studies



Joanna Briggs Institute 

(JBI) 



https://jbi.global/critical-appraisal-tools




JBI for Quasi Experimental studies 

(Non-Randomized)

Items Yes No
Unclear 

(U)

Not Applicable 

(NA)

1. Is it clear in the study what is the ‘cause’ and what is the ‘effect’ (i.e. there is no

confusion about which variable comes first)?

2. Were the participants included in any comparisons similar?

3. Were the participants included in any comparisons receiving similar

treatment/care, other than the exposure or intervention of interest?

4. Was there a control group?

5. Were there multiple measurements of the outcome both pre and post the

intervention/exposure?

6. Was follow up complete and if not, were differences between groups in terms of

their follow up adequately described and analyzed?

7. Were the outcomes of participants included in any comparisons measured in the

same way?

8. Were outcomes measured in a reliable way?

9. Was appropriate statistical analysis used?


